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中 文 摘 要 ： 菲利普‧薩睿立不只是以其身心合一演技方法聞名，也以其體現實
踐即研究著稱。他以體現實踐為手段來探索和查察表演知識和理論
。他的劇場演出計畫與學術出版品是他常年從事體現實踐與田野研
究的成果。他的眾多製作與劇場演出計畫除提升「體現知識」觀念
的重要性，也挑戰美國版史坦尼斯拉夫斯基表演體系的認知與作法
，或任何只著重心理或身體的表演方法。為了能更精確地掌握薩睿
立的洞見、理念、所從事的表演活動計畫與整體的學術、教學與表
導演成就，本計畫擬針對他所倡議的體現知識和衍生的劇場演出計
畫，作進一步的研究探討。同時，本計畫也將評估此種以實踐為本
的研究在表演研究領域裡所造成的潛在衝擊。本計畫係三年期計畫
。在眾多主題與議題中，筆者計畫處理薩睿立整體成就裡三個獨特
的面向，並試圖尋找可行且有效的方式來理解「體現實踐即研究」
在薩睿立的表演理論、劇場實踐與演員訓練方法裡所扮演的角色。
在本計畫的第三年計畫──「太田省吾與薩睿立所執導的《水之驛
站》舞台表演的比較研究」──筆者打算檢視並比較太田省吾與薩
睿立在他們各自的《水之驛站》表演製作中所運用的不同表導演手
法。我們可以看到太田省吾的極簡主義美學有其個人的獨特風格
，至於薩睿立則堅持運用身心合一訓練法和其原則來導演《水之驛
站》及協助演員表現動即靜。在方法學方面，為了要能更確切地掌
握「體現實踐即研究」在菲利普‧薩睿立的表演體系與理論裡所扮
演的角色，並深入分析分年敘述的三個計畫，筆者相信以傅柯「論
述分析」的方法為主軸，結合來自瑜珈、阿育吠陀經、能量、意識
、「實踐即研究」、稠密描述(thick description)、相互交織等多
重、多任務觀點的方法是最具啟發性、最豐富，且最有助益的方法
。因為薩睿立的身心合一演技方法同時是強調當下的「實踐—做
—存在」方法和論述事件，與書寫、能量、體現、實踐即研究、(非
)再現、(跨)文化、(多重)族裔、劇場田野研究、學院權力/知識關
係、表演研究中的新興領域、及論述形構等議題相互交織並糾纏。

中文關鍵詞： 體現、實踐即研究、菲利普‧薩睿立、身心合一演員訓練方法、《
水之驛站》、太田省吾

英 文 摘 要 ： Phillip Zarrilli is known not only for his psychophysical
approach to acting but also for his embodied practice as
research. He uses his embodied practice as means to explore
and inquire into performance knowledge and theory. His
theatre projects and academic publications are the outcome
of his extensive embodied practices and field works. His
projects advance the idea of “embodied knowledge” and
pose a challenge to the Americanized Stanislavski’s system
or any system that privileges either mind or body only. In
order to have a firm grasp of Zarrilli’s vision,
commitment, and enterprise, this project intends to address
this mode of embodied knowledge and its derivative theatre
projects that Zarrilli has engaged. Meanwhile, it proposes
to assess the potential impact of such practice-based
research within the discipline of performance studies.
This project by design is a three-year project. Of all the



layers of themes and issues, I intend to deal with three
unique aspects of Zarrilli’s undertakings and find viable
ways to have a better understanding of the role of
“embodied practice as research” in Zarrilli’s
performance theory, theatre practice, and actor training
method. In my first-year project──entitled “The Embodied
Psychophysical Practice as Research in Gitanjali Kolanad
and Phillip Zarrilli’s Two Collaborative Dance
Pieces—Walking Naked (2000) and The Flowering Tree
(2006)”──I focus on scrutinizing Zarrilli’s
collaboration with bharatanatyam dancer/choreographer
Gitanjali Kolanad. I propose to look into the embodied
psychophysical practices during the developing processes of
the two dance pieces Walking Naked (2000) and The Flowering
Tree (2006). I will argue that the two dance pieces are at
once the derivative results of Kolanad and Zarrilli’s
practice-led research and research-led practice. This
project by design is a three-year project. In my third-year
project──entitled “A Comparative Study of the Two
Performance Versions of The Water Station (Mizu no eki)
Respectively by ta Shgo and Phillip Zarrilli”──I propose
to examine and compare the different evocative treatments
that ta Shgo and Zarrilli employ to realize the bodymind in
action in The Water Station. We can see that ta’s
minimalist aesthetic is unique in its own way, while
Zarrilli insists on applying his psychophysical training
and its principles to stage The Water Station and to help
his actors to perform the paradoxical state of standing
still while not standing still. Methodologically speaking,
in this project, I believe a Foucauldian-informed many-
faceted & multi-tasking methodology of
yogic—ayurvedic—energetic—
conscious—“practice as research”—thick
descriptive—interweaving discourse analysis is heuristic,
seminal, and instrumental in researching the three sub-
projects that I have identified in this project because
Zarrilli’s psychophysical approach to acting is at once a
practice-doing-being method and a discursive event caught
up and entwined with the questions of writing, energetics,
embodiment, practice as research, (non)representation,
(inter)culture, (multi)ethnicity, theatre fieldwork,
academic power/knowledge relations, emergent disciplines in
performance studies, and discourse formation.

英文關鍵詞： embodiment, practice as research, Phillip Zarrilli,
psychophysical approach, The Water Station, ta Shgo
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一、 中、英文摘要及關鍵詞  

(一)  中文摘要及關鍵詞  

關鍵詞：體現、實踐即研究、菲利普‧薩睿立、身心合一演員訓練方法、 

《水之驛站》、太田省吾、表演研究 

 

體現實踐即研究： 

菲利普‧薩睿立的理論、實踐與計畫的批判研究 

 

 菲利普‧薩睿立不只是以其身心合一演技方法聞名，也以其體現實踐即研究

著稱。他以體現實踐為手段來探索和查察表演知識和理論。他的劇場演出計畫與

學術出版品是他常年從事體現實踐與田野研究的成果。他的眾多製作與劇場演出

計畫除提升「體現知識」觀念的重要性，也挑戰美國版史坦尼斯拉夫斯基表演體

系的認知與作法，或任何只著重心理或身體的表演方法。為了能更精確地掌握薩

睿立的洞見、理念、所從事的表演活動計畫與整體的學術、教學與表導演成就，

本計畫擬針對他所倡議的體現知識和衍生的劇場演出計畫，作進一步的研究探

討。同時，本計畫也將評估此種以實踐為本的研究在表演研究領域裡所造成的潛

在衝擊。 

 本計畫係三年期計畫。在眾多主題與議題中，筆者計畫處理薩睿立整體成就

裡三個獨特的面向，並試圖尋找可行且有效的方式來理解「體現實踐即研究」在

薩睿立的表演理論、劇場實踐與演員訓練方法裡所扮演的角色。在本計畫的第三

年計畫──「太田省吾與薩睿立所執導的《水之驛站》舞台表演的比較研究」─

─筆者打算檢視並比較太田省吾與薩睿立在他們各自的《水之驛站》表演製作中

所運用的不同表導演手法。我們可以看到太田省吾的極簡主義美學有其個人的獨

特風格，至於薩睿立則堅持運用身心合一訓練法和其原則來導演《水之驛站》及

協助演員表現動即靜。 

在方法學方面，為了要能更確切地掌握「體現實踐即研究」在菲利普‧薩睿

立的表演體系與理論裡所扮演的角色，並深入分析分年敘述的三個計畫，筆者相

信以傅柯「論述分析」的方法為主軸，結合來自瑜珈、阿育吠陀經、能量、意識、

「實踐即研究」、稠密描述(thick description)、相互交織等多重、多任務觀點的方

法是最具啟發性、最豐富，且最有助益的方法。因為薩睿立的身心合一演技方法

同時是強調當下的「實踐—做—存在」方法和論述事件，與書寫、能量、體現、

實踐即研究、(非)再現、(跨)文化、(多重)族裔、劇場田野研究、學院權力/知識

關係、表演研究中的新興領域、及論述形構等議題相互交織並糾纏。 
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(二) 英文摘要及關鍵詞 

Keywords: embodiment, practice as research, Phillip Zarrilli, psychophysical 

approach, The Water Station, Ōta Shōgo 

 

Embodied Practice as Research: 

A Critical Study of Phillip Zarrilli’s Theory, Practice, and Projects 

 

 Phillip Zarrilli is known not only for his psychophysical approach to acting but 

also for his embodied practice as research. He uses his embodied practice as means to 

explore and inquire into performance knowledge and theory. His theatre projects and 

academic publications are the outcome of his extensive embodied practices and field 

works. His projects advance the idea of “embodied knowledge” and pose a challenge 

to the Americanized Stanislavski’s system or any system that privileges either mind or 

body only. In order to have a firm grasp of Zarrilli’s vision, commitment, and 

enterprise, this project intends to address this mode of embodied knowledge and its 

derivative theatre projects that Zarrilli has engaged. Meanwhile, it proposes to assess 

the potential impact of such practice-based research within the discipline of 

performance studies.  

This project by design is a three-year project. Of all the layers of themes and 

issues, I intend to deal with three unique aspects of Zarrilli’s undertakings and find 

viable ways to have a better understanding of the role of “embodied practice as 

research” in Zarrilli’s performance theory, theatre practice, and actor training method. 

In my first-year project──entitled “The Embodied Psychophysical Practice as 

Research in Gitanjali Kolanad and Phillip Zarrilli’s Two Collaborative Dance 

Pieces—Walking Naked (2000) and The Flowering Tree (2006)”──I focus on 

scrutinizing Zarrilli’s collaboration with bharatanatyam dancer/choreographer 

Gitanjali Kolanad. I propose to look into the embodied psychophysical practices 

during the developing processes of the two dance pieces Walking Naked (2000) and 

The Flowering Tree (2006). I will argue that the two dance pieces are at once the 

derivative results of Kolanad and Zarrilli’s practice-led research and research-led 

practice. 

This project by design is a three-year project. In my third-year project──

entitled “A Comparative Study of the Two Performance Versions of The Water Station 

(Mizu no eki) Respectively by Ōta Shōgo and Phillip Zarrilli”──I propose to 

examine and compare the different evocative treatments that Ōta Shōgo and Zarrilli 

employ to realize the bodymind in action in The Water Station. We can see that Ōta’s 

minimalist aesthetic is unique in its own way, while Zarrilli insists on applying his 

psychophysical training and its principles to stage The Water Station and to help his 
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actors to perform the paradoxical state of standing still while not standing still. 

Methodologically speaking, in this project, I believe a Foucauldian-informed 

many-faceted & multi-tasking methodology of yogic—ayurvedic—energetic— 

conscious—“practice as research”—thick descriptive—interweaving discourse 

analysis is heuristic, seminal, and instrumental in researching the three sub-projects 

that I have identified in this project because Zarrilli’s psychophysical approach to 

acting is at once a practice-doing-being method and a discursive event caught up and 

entwined with the questions of writing, energetics, embodiment, practice as research, 

(non)representation, (inter)culture, (multi)ethnicity, theatre fieldwork, academic 

power/knowledge relations, emergent disciplines in performance studies, and 

discourse formation. 

 

二、 報告內容 

(一)  前言 

Phillip Zarrilli is an internationally renowned theatre director and actor trainer 

who has devised a unique intercultural psychophysical approach to work with 

performing artists from different parts of the world. As an actor trainer, Zarrilli often 

encourages his performers to seek a higher level of awareness. But what are the 

Indian performance theories, religious beliefs, or philosophical thinking that inform 

and support Zarrilli’s vision and approach to acting? Which aspect of kalaripayattu 

practice is adopted to develop his way of psychophysical training method and can 

help performers achieve a heightened consciousness? Which aspect of Ayurvedic 

medical knowledge is involved in providing a holistic understanding of the body? 

What Indian knowledge can help us understand the working of the internal wind 

humor (prana vayu) and thus to awaken one’s inner energy (kundalini sakti) which 

travels along the spinal cord in order to animate the body and the voice? 

In my former MOST project, entitled “When the Body Becomes All Eyes: The 

Role of India in Phillip Zarrilli’s Performance Theory, Theatre Practice, & Actor 

Training Method” (2016.8.1—2017.7.31), I conducted a preliminary survey of 

Zarrilli’s encounter with India and attempted to answer the above questions by tracing 

the Indian sources, resources, knowledge, and Vedas that have forged Zarrilli’s 

technique, theory, and approach of psychophysical acting. I also explored and 

assessed the way he shapes and fashions the new methodology of production which 

melds Western theatrical concepts and techniques with what he self-consciously 

borrows from Indian ayurveda, Vedic philosophy, performing aesthetics, Hindu 

religion, kathakali, yoga, meditation, massage, and kalaripayattu martial arts. 

As I dug deeper and deeper into the role of India in Phillip Zarrilli’s performance 

theory, theatre practice, & actor training method, I have come to realize more and 

more the critical role of “practice” in the formation of Zarrilli’s performance theory, 
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theatre practice, & actor training method. What is unique about Phillip Zarrilli’s 

career is that he is not only a prolific scholar, publishing extensively on 

psychophysical acting, classical Indian kathakali dance, and Indian martial arts 

kalaripayattu but also a serious-minded and diligent practitioner/trainer of taijiquan 

(太極拳), yoga, and kalaripayattu. He learned Wu style of taijiquan from A. C. Scott, 

who was a founder of the Asian Experimental Theater Program at the University of 

Wisconsin-Madison in 1963. Zarrilli said that he “absorbed from Scott an 

uncompromising attitude toward the importance of daily training in the studio” (2009: 

219). As Zarrilli has informed us, in the 1970s, the Stanislavskian acting training was 

the primary paradigm of actor training in the U.S. However, he quickly found out that 

this Method Acting was problematic and very limiting for actors. He always expected 

to do something other than realism and naturalism on stage. His aesthetic and artistic 

vision urged him to look for something which has much broader use and efficacy. 

Thus, he deviated from the Stanislavskian system and went for a broad repertoire of 

tools and a different understanding of acting.  

At this critical moment of his career, according to Zarrilli, he was inspired by 

Jerzy Grotowski and Eugenio Barba and decided to go to India and experience 

kathakali firsthand. He joined the Kalamandalam at the Kerala, India, and took 

lessons of kathakali training in 1976-77 under the guidance of M.P. Sankaran 

Namboodiri Kalamandalam. It was his study of kathakali preliminary training 

processes that led Zarrilli to kalaripayattu because he found out that those kathakali 

exercises were derived from kalaripayattu. Although in his early years he did receive 

some training of the Wu style taijiquan, he later devoted the better part of his life and 

energy to perfect his skills of kalaripayattu. He began his kalaripayattu training with 

Gurukkal Govindankutty Nayar of the C.V.N. Kalari Thiruvananthapuram in 1977. 

Since then, he had returned to India regularly for advanced training. Between 1977 

and 1998, Zarrilli had spent a total of seven years living in Kerala learning the art 

through twice-daily intensive training sessions lasting up to five hours daily. Zarrilli’s 

experiences of kathakali, yoga, and kalaripayattu have made him one of the renowned 

Western practitioners and authorities on the subject of Indian theatre and Indian 

martial arts—especially kalaripayattu.  

Zarrilli’s long-term “practice” of kalaripayattu and kathakali, and his devoted 

spirit of research have contributed to the publication of his two seminal monographs:  

 

1. When the Body Becomes All Eyes: Paradigms, Discourses, and Practices of  

Power in Kalaripayattu, a South Indian Martial Art (1998), an “ethnographic 

study” of kalaripayattu practiced in Kerala.  

2. Kathakali Dance-Drama: Where Gods and Demons Come to Play (2000), a  

practice-based research of kathakali, the distinctive dance-drama of Kerala in 

south-west India.  
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In 2000, Phillip Zarrilli was appointed Professor of Drama at Exeter University (UK). 

Later his title was altered to Professor of Performance Practice to better reflect his 

extensive experience and research in intercultural performance and contemporary 

acting practice. In 2013 Zarrilli became Emeritus Professor of Performance Practice.  

For me, Zarrilli is a devoted practitioner who practices yoga and martial arts as 

research or enquiry. His career testifies to the vital importance of the emerging 

discipline of “practice as research” and its affiliates (practice-based research, 

practice-led research, or research-led practice) which highlight the crucial relationship 

between research and practice and the relevance of theoretical and philosophical 

paradigms for the contemporary theatre or performance arts practitioner. Also, 

“practice as research” in the field of performing arts points to a “practice” which is 

not grounded in texts but in bodies and a “research” which takes place in and through 

bodies. It values all sorts of embodied knowledge, recognizes performance as a 

practical object of research, and intensifies the mixing of body and mind as well as 

practice and research. It enables and empowers us to get access to the uncanny, the 

unknown, and the spiritual. As Simon Jones indicates in his book article entitled “The 

Courage of Complementarity: Practice-as-Research as a Paradigm Shift in 

Performance Studies,” practice-as-research signals a paradigm shift in performance 

studies and “privileges a very different model of knowing” (25).  

In his Performance Studies: An Introduction, Richard Schechner has identified 

and addressed some aspects of performance studies which he thinks are significant 

and essential. The eight Chapters include 1. What is Peformance Studies?; 2. What is 

Performance?; 3. Ritual, 4. Play; 5. Performativity; 6. Performing; 7. Performance 

Process; 8. Global and Intercultural Performances. As we can notice, Schechner has 

failed to identify and stress the research status of practice in performance which has 

become increasingly vigorous and prominent in performance studies and performance 

research.  

Zarrilli’s reversible practice-led research and research-led practice have triggered 

a strong desire in me to trace his paths and to assess what he has achieved. For me, his 

psychophysical approach to acting bears the most unmistakable sign of “practice as 

research.” In this three-year project, I have felt a compelling need to address the topic 

of “practice as research” by engaging the projects that Phillip Zarrilli has committed 

himself to over the years so that we can have a better understanding of his double role 

as practitioner and researcher, or as director and theoretician. I propose that Zarrilli’s 

theatre practices and projects be viewed as means of knowledge production or 

performance theory-in-action. I truly believe that his “practice as research” has 

gradually transformed the frontiers of performance theories and practices. In many 

ways, we can say that this proposed project is a continuing, extended, and in-depth 

investigation of my current project entitled “When the Body Becomes All Eyes: The 

Role of India in Phillip Zarrilli’s Performance Theory, Theatre Practice, & Actor 

Training Method.” Also this proposed project is my active engagement in exploring 
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embodied knowledge and my call and endorsement for “mindfulness” in 

psychophysical training. 

 

(二)  研究目的 

According to Eugenio Barba, Phillip Zarrilli “belongs to that rare species of 

scholar/practitioners” (2009: 1), able to negotiate the crosscurrents between theory 

and praxis. He knows all the western acting theories by heart, ranging from the theory 

of Stanislavski, Meyerhold, Michael Chekhov, Decroux, Copeau, Lecoq, Artaud, 

Grotowski, to Barba, etc. Of eastern theorists, Japanese philosopher Yuasa Yasuo and 

Japanese noh theater aesthetician, actor, and playwright Zeami Motokiyo are the ones 

he mentions and quotes from time to time. If we say that experiencing “other” 

cultures can lead to a profound change of one’s own body and mind, in the case of 

Zarrilli, his encounter with Asia, India in particular, has exerted long and lasting 

influence on him. Many of his insights of actor training are gained from his long-term 

encounter with Indian paradigms and practices of acting, in particular kalaripayattu 

(the early twelfth century yoga-based indigenous martial art), hatha-yoga, and 

kathakali.  

Through his actor training masterclasses conducted around the world, his own 

theatre projects, and his scholarly writings on Indian theatre, kathakali, kalaripayattu, 

yoga, and psychophysical exercises, Zarrilli has exerted a great impact on 

contemporary performance theory and theatre practices. In his award-winning book, 

Psychophysical Acting: An Intercultural Approach After Stanislavski (2009) (ATHE 

2010 Outstanding Book of the Year Award), Zarrilli specifies that his book explores 

“some of the properties of the actor’s instrument: the actor’s bodymind, awareness, 

consciousness, and energy” (2009: 2) and reconsiders “the nature of acting and its 

practice” (2009: 2). He problematizes the Method Acting of Stanislavski for it solely 

concentrates on scene study work and character study work. For him, the actor’s work 

is not based on “acting as representation” but on an “energetics” of performance 

(2009: 1) and most of it is pre-performative. What he concerns most is the body-mind 

relationship. As Zarrilli elaborates, “Engaging the whole body means working with a 

fully awakened energy coursing through one’s entire bodymind” (2009: 4).  

This project proposes to explore the full impact of Zarrilli’s theory and practice 

from the perspective of “practice as research” in performing arts. It is aimed at 

deepening our understanding of the value of “practice as research” by examining the 

correlation between theory and practice in Zarrilli’s projects. It emphasizes the 

dialogic relationship between theorization/research and practice in the respective 

disciplines—dance, theatre, academic writing, and martial arts practice and 

teaching—that Zarrilli has devoutly engaged for many years. This project 
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demonstrates that Zarrilli’s embodied practice as research not only produces 

psychophysical knowledge that may be applied in multiple contexts but also has the 

capacity to promote a more profound understanding of how psychophysical 

knowledge is revealed, acquired and expressed.  

This project is by design a three-year project. Of multifarious dimensions, 

themes, and issues about Zarrilli, I delimit the scope of my research and propose three 

carefully chosen topics for study. Their purposes intend not only to delve into 

significant subject matters which are of primal concern in performance research but 

also to reflect on and assess the efficacy of Zarrilli’s embodied practice as research. In 

this three-year project, Zariilli’s three performance projects are examined as “case 

studies” in order to explore his psychophysical enquiry and assess whether his 

practice-as-research methodologies may lead to more critical and innovative outputs 

in performance production, research, and actor training.  

Firstly, both practice-led research and research-led practice are often carried out 

collaboratively. For two times in 2000 and 2006 respectively, Zarrilli joined forces 

with bharatanatyam dancer/choreographer Gitanjali Kolanad to experiment with 

embodying processes and the states of “being–doing” in Indian classical dance 

bharatanatyam. The two dance pieces, Walking Naked (2000) and The Flowering Tree 

(2006), involved the inner and outer dimensions of psychophysical acting and 

required the interweaving existence of both patterns of activity, namely practice-led 

research and research-led practice, to seek out and carry out the best assemblages or 

scores of embodied psychophysical acting. The purpose of this first-year project is to 

identify what kinds of bharatanatyam dancing techniques and skills are used to 

compose the scores of the two dance pieces, and to examine what movements and 

gestures are employed, altered or invented, and to what ends. 

Secondly, Zarrilli is noted for The Beckett Project that he has engaged from 1995 

on. He knows full well that Samuel Beckett’s plays challenge conventional modes of 

representation and meaning, and are notorious for their iterative ambiguity. As Zarrilli 

elaborates, “Any attempt to reduce these inherent ambiguities by trying to determine a 

meaning, and any attempt to use conventional representational character acting to 

actualize the potential in a Beckett play is likely to produce a pedestrian result and not 

provide the audience with the unique experience offered by Beckett’s plays” (2009: 

116). Therefore, when he worked on the following Beckett’s plays—Act Without 

Words I (1956), Play (1963), Eh Joe (1966), Not I (1972), Footfalls (1975), Ohio 

Impromptu (1981), and Rockaby (1981), he decided to adopt an alternative method, 

that is, to apply his psychophysical approach to rehearsals and performances of these 

plays. He believed his method can help actors embody and enact “a precise set of 

psychophysically charged and energized actions for which there is no conclusive 
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single referent for themselves or for the audience” (2009: 116). In my third-year 

project, I propose to examine and assess Zarrilli’s The Beckett Project. 

Thirdly, Zarrilli deeply admires The Water Station’s poetic, suggestive, and 

non-verbal style. Its performance score includes acting in silence and slow tempo 

acting. Mari Boyd uses the word “divestiture” to describe Ōta Shōgo’s minimalism 

which for me shares the same spirit of Grotowski’s concept of “Via Negativa” (2002: 

18). While Ōta Shōgo’s style is termed the aesthetic of quietude, Zarrilli applies his 

psychophysical approach to stage The Water Station, believing that the actors come 

across The Water Station not as a text to be read and analyzed, but as an extension of 

their engagement of qi/energy or sensory awareness applied to structured 

improvisation (2009: 151). The purpose of the second-year project is to conduct a 

comparative study of the two performance versions of The Water Station respectively 

by Ōta Shōgo and Phillip Zarrilli as well as to examine the different evocative 

treatments they employ to realize the bodymind-in-action. 

To sum up, this project seeks to explore the problematics caused by and 

embedded in Zarrilli’s “practice as research” methodologies and investigate his three 

former projects──the bharatanatyam projects with Gitanjali Kolanad, The Beckett 

Project, and The Water Station production project──so as to have a better 

understanding and a critical assessment of his achievements. What follows are the 

three sub-proposals of this three-year project. 

 

1. The Third Year: 

Keywords: Ōta Shōgo, Phillip Zarrilli, The Water Station, psychophysical acting 

 

A Comparative Study of the Two Performance Versions of 

The Water Station (Mizu no eki) Respectively by Ōta Shōgo and Phillip Zarrilli 

 

The Water Station (Mizu no eki), which premiered in 1981, is the first of Ōta 

Shōgo’s silent, slow-movement Station plays. In her book The Aesthetics of Quietude: 

Ōta Shōgo and the Theatre of Divestiture, Mari Boyd argues that The Water Station 

best illustrates Ōta Shōgo’s “theatre of divestiture” which employs the principle of 

passivity to compel the audience to take part in the act of meaning creation actively. 

Ōta Shōgo’s vision of minimalism is derived from Zeami Motokiyo and noh acting 

philosophy. Noh master Zeami suggested that the actors “do nothing” but sustain the 

tension with dynamic immobility. The production of The Water Station by Ōta’s 

Gekidan Tenkei Gekijō (Theatre of Transformation) won the coveted Kinokuniya 

Theatre Award in 1984. It is often described as a visual and poetic play of stillness 

and silence, requiring performers to get rid of extra movements and to explore 
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singular and simple psychophysical action. According to Ōta Shōgo, the movement in 

The Water Station was set at the pace of walking two meters in five minutes. This 

slow tempo is briefly broken only three times: in scene 2 when the two men fight over 

the use of the tap; in scene 3 when the Woman with a Parasol “wildly walks the air”; 

and in scene 7 when the Woman breaks away from the Man in the catchment when he 

covers her mouth with his hand. Thus the actors in The Water Station are very much 

like noh actors who never relax their inner tension but constantly manifest their inner 

concentration to the audience.  

On the other hand, Zarrilli took interest in Ōta Shōgo’s script and directing style. 

“What initially attracted me to The Water Station was Ōta Shōgo’s unremitting 

aesthetic attention to the divestment of anything unnecessary from a performance 

score” (2009: 150), writes Zarrilli. In 2004 & 2008 respectively, he directed The 

Water Station in Singapore at Esplanade─Theatres on the Bay. In his seminal book 

Psychophysical Acting: An Intercultural Approach after Stanislavski, Zarrilli analyzes 

Ōta Shōgo’s The Water Station with a range of depth, detail, and complexity (2009: 

144-50). In his own directing process, he guides his actors through a psychophysical 

encounter with Ōta Shōgo’s aesthetic. Eventually, these actors progress through their 

psychophysical scores, demonstrating how his psychophysical theories can be applied 

in practice. 

As many critics have pointed out, while the text of The Water Station is a very 

suggestive and minimalist piece of literature, the performance of the play by the 

Theatre of Transformation offers an astounding visual and poetic vision and action. 

The purpose of the second-year project is to conduct a comparative study of the two 

performance versions of The Water Station respectively by Ōta Shōgo and Phillip 

Zarrilli. It proposes to examine the different evocative treatments they employ to 

realize the bodymind in action. We can see that Shôgo’s minimalist aesthetic is 

unique in its own way. Is it derived from the style of traditional Japanese noh theatre? 

In what way it deviates from the noh techniques and tenets? In what way it is different 

from the style intended in the production of Zarrilli? As for Zarrilli, he insists on 

applying his psychophysical training and its principles to stage The Water Station and 

to help actors stand still while not standing still. Zarrilli believes that the actors come 

across The Water Station not as a text to be read and analyzed, but as an extension of 

their engagement of qi/energy or sensory awareness applied to structured 

improvisation (2009: 151). In addition, this comparative study intends to pay close 

attention to the sensory embodiment of actions and scores respectively by Shôgo and 

Zarrilli. 
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(三)  文獻探討 

Domestic or abroad, research and interest about Zarrilli has gathered momentum 

and become an essential part in performance research. I will now chart the three 

trajectories of scholarly research which concern the three sub-projects that I have 

proposed in the current project. 

 

The 3rd Year Project: 

A Comparative Study of the Two Performance Versions of 

The Water Station (Mizu no eki) Respectively by Ōta Shōgo and Phillip Zarrilli  

 

Materials in Chinese: 

 There are no academic research materials directly addressing The Water Station 

in Chinese. I will turn to the two books written by Yu-pin Lin instead for a general 

knowledge about post-war Japanese theatre. 

 

林于竝。《日本戰後小劇場運動當中的身體與空間》。臺北：國立臺北藝術大學， 

2009 年。 

---。《日本戰後劇場面面觀》。臺北：黑眼睛文化，2010 年。 

 

Materials in English: 

The following scholars and their publications have contributed greatly to the 

understanding of the psychophysical acting in the performance of The Water Station 

(Mizu no eki) directed by Ōta Shōgo and Phillip Zarrilli respectively. Ōta Shōgo’s 

style has a close affinity with that of Tadashi Suzuki. In 1986, Suzuki wrote a text 

entitled The Way of Acting in which he argued for a return to what he saw as the 

fundamentals of acting and introduced a conceptual schema that he called the 

“grammar of the feet,” which was different from the Western focus on facial 

expressions, gestures, and the movement of the body. 

 

Allain, Paul. The Art of Stillness: The Theatre Practice of Tadashi Suzuki. London: 

Methuen, 2002. 

Alter, Joseph S. The Wrestler’s Body: Identity and Ideology in North India.  

Berkeley: University of California Press, 1992.  

Aranya, Swami Hariharananda. Yoga Philosophy of Patanjali. Albany: State 

University of New York Press, 1983.  

Argüelles, José. Charles Henry and the Formation of a Psychophysical Aesthetic.  

Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1972. 

Austin, James H. Zen and the Brain : Toward an Understanding of Meditation and 
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Consciousness. Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1998. 

Blau, Herbert. Take up the Bodies: Theater at the Vanishing Point. Urbana: 

University of Illinois Press, 1982.  

Brückner, Heidrun, Elisabeth Schömbucher, and Phillip B. Zarrilli. The Power of  

Performance : Actors, Audiences, and Observers of Cultural Performances in 

India. New Delhi: Manohar Publishers & Distributors, 2007. 

Callery, Dymphna. Through the Body: A Practical Guide to Physical Theatre. New 

York: Routledge, 2001.  

East, Ron. Moving Images: Experiential Learning and the Physical Theatre. Floreat,  

W.A.: Hush School of Mime and Non-verbal Theatre, 2000.  

Giannachi, Gabriella, Nick Kaye, and Michael Shanks. Archaeologies of Presence:  

Art, Performance and the Persistence of Being. London: Routledge, 2012.  

Madhavan, Arya. Kudiyattam Theatre and the Actor's Consciousness. Amsterdam:  

Rodopi, 2010.  

Masters, Robert E. L., and Jean Houston. Listening to the Body: The Psychophysical  

Way to Health and Awareness. New York: Delacorte Press, 1978.  

Meyer-Dinkgrafe, Daniel. Theatre and Consciousness: Explanatory Scope and  

Future Potential. Bristol: Intellect Books, 2005. 

Palmer, Jon, and Richard Hayhow. Learning Disability and Contemporary Theatre:  

Devised Theatre, Physical Theatre, Radical Theatre. Huddersfield: Full body 

and the voice, 2008.  

Rojo, Jerry. An Acting Method Using the Psychophysical Experience of Workshop  

Games-Exercises. Lewiston: Mellen Press, 2000.  

Senda, Akihiko. The Voyage of Contemporary Japanese Theatre. Honolulu: 

University of Hawaii Press, 1997.  

Soto-Morettini, Donna. The Philosophical Actor: A Practical Meditation for  

Practicing Theatre Artists. Bristol: Intellect, 2010. 

Suzuki, Tadashi, and J. Thomas Rimer. The Way of Acting: The Theatre Writings of 

Tadashi Suzuki. New York: Theatre Communications Group, 1986.  

 

(四) 研究方法 

The impact of India on the field of theatre and performance studies as well as on 

performing arts in general has been enormous. Moreover, its potential influence keeps 

expanding and multiplying through the “disseminations” of theatre scholars and the 

“doings” of theatre practitioners such as Jerzy Grotowski, Eugenio Barba, Richard 

Schechner, Peter Brook, and Phillip Zarrilli, to name just a few. Of these 

scholars/practitioners, Phillip Zarrilli is certainly one of the few “pilgrims” who has 

embarked on the pilgrimage to India and kept on practicing and teaching the Indian 
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physical, mental, and spiritual practices he has acquired even today. 

Oftentimes, the psychophysical exercises begin with the body and move both 

inward toward subtle realms of feeling and spiritual experience and outward to meet 

the environment. In order to have a better understanding of the working of the 

psychophysical dynamic and achieve a better evaluation of the full swing of this 

approach’s impact on the performer and the audience alike, this project intends firstly 

to explore the Indian theory of energy behind the “practice” of bharatanatyam, yoga, 

and kalaripayattu. Thus yoga philosophy, with regard to the working of energy, the 

transformation of consciousness, and the goal of spiritual liberation (moksha), is 

essential to our study. Also the Ayurvedic treatises are crucial for us to understand the 

“practice” of the body-mind continuum. 

With regard to the study of consciousness, Daniel Meyer-Dinkgräfe has 

published and edited numerous books on the topic of “Theatre and Consciousness” 

which is highly related to our project. Methodologies addressed in his books are very 

valuable reference points for us to appreciate and evaluate the working and practice of 

the psychophysical dynamic. 

 

Meyer-Dinkgräfe, Daniel. Theatre, Opera and Consciousness: History and Current  

Debates. Amsterdam: Rodopi, 2013. 

---, ed. Consciousness, theatre, literature and the arts 2011. Newcastle: Cambridge  

Scholars Publishing, 2012. 

---. Performing consciousness. Newcastle: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2010. 

---, ed. Consciousness, theatre, literature and the arts 2009. Newcastle: Cambridge  

Scholars Publishing, 2010. 

---. Theatre and Consciousness: Explanatory Scope and Future Potential. Bristol:  

Intellect Ltd., 2005. 

---. Approaches to Acting: Past and Present. London: Continuum, 2001. 

---. Consciousness and the Actor: A Reassessment of Western and Indian Approaches  

to the Actor’s Involvement from the Perspective of Vedic Psychology. Frankfurt: 

Peter Lang, 1996. 

 

Speaking of “practice,” discourses elaborating the relationship between art and 

knowledge, and in particular, between research, practice and alternative modes of 

logic and knowing pertain to pedagogical approaches, such as actor training methods, 

variously understood as experience, action, or performance-based learning. Moreover, 

methods adopted in practice-based research may have specific application for the 

refinement and extension of such acting or performance pedagogies. Generally 

speaking, “practice as research” provides a more profound model of learning and 
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enquiry, one that not only incorporates the acquisition of intellectual knowledge but 

also involves the revealing or inventing of new practical knowledge. As such, it offers 

a heuristic model for knowledge production, one that provides a rationale for the 

integration of theory and practice as a basis for research training. 

This project will use the “practice as research” methodologies to explore the 

meaning of psychophysical practice. These methodologies are predicated on the logic 

of practice which is mainly drawn from Pierre Bourdieu’s theories. The “practice as 

research” methodologies often involve the complex experimental, material, physical, 

spiritual, and inter-cultural processes through which performative production occurs. 

Therefore there is a need to re-conceptualize and re-evaluate the existing notion of 

“practice as research” in order to more fully appreciate its impact on performance 

practice and research.   

With all of the concerns above, this project, methodologically speaking, requires 

the intervention from the perspective of “practice” and “doing.” Related theories will 

be employed to address and problematize issues such as practice as research and 

inter-cultural exchange, and look into the problems of how performance knowledge is 

generated and actor-training practice is created under specific socio-economic and 

power-knowledge relations. First of all, I will draw on Grotowski’s perspective that 

performer is a doer. As Grotowski professes, “Performer, with a capital letter, is a 

man of action. He is not somebody who plays another. He is a doer, a priest, a warrior: 

he is outside aesthetic genres….Knowledge is a matter of doing” (1997: 376). 

Grotowski insists on presence-in-action. His work is a practical research in the 

phenomenology of being, emphasizing the craft of the performer as a 

non-representational event. Likewise, in this project, I will maintain that Zarrilli’s 

projects demonstrate that performance knowledge is derived from doing and from the 

bodily work in the first place. I will also argue that Zarrilli’s practice-led research is at 

once a performative research and a generative enquiry, drawing on performer’s 

subjective experience as well as interdisciplinary and comparative studies that have 

the potential to extend the frontiers of performance studies. Thus, the following books 

by or about Grotowski will be examined carefully and Grotowski’s methodology and 

standpoint will be employed to support my viewpoint in this project. 

 

Grotowski, Jerzy. Towards a Poor Theatre. New York: Routledge, 2002.  

Osinski, Zbigniew. Grotowski and His Laboratory. Trans. Robert Findlay and Lillian 

Vallee. New York: PAJ Publications, 1986.  

Richards, Thomas. At Work with Grotowski on Physical Actions. London: Routledge, 

1995. 

Wolford, Lisa, and Richard Schechner. The Grotowski Sourcebook. London: 
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Routledge, 1997. 

 

Meanwhile, this project will incorporate the thick-descriptive research method as 

defined by anthropologist Clifford Geertz in his book The Interpretation of Cultures 

(1973) to deal with the materials I gather from my own field trip. Geertz holds that 

anthropology’s task is that of explaining cultures through thick description which 

specifies many details, conceptual structures and meanings, and which is opposed to 

“thin description,” that is, a factual account without any interpretation. According to 

Geertz, an ethnographer must present a thick description which is composed not only 

of facts but also of commentary, interpretation and interpretations of those comments 

and interpretations.  

Also, I will evaluate whether to use the word “interweaving” is a better choice 

than the common term “intercultural” to discuss related inter-cultural exchange issues. 

In her article “Interweaving Cultures in Performance: Different States of Being 

In-Between,” Erika Fischer-Lichte adopts the concept of “interweaving cultures in 

performance” to discuss cultural exchanges in performance in the last few centuries. 

She deliberately avoids using the terms such as “intercultural performance,” 

“intercultural theatre,” or “hybrid theatre” for two reasons: firstly, these terms 

“presuppose the feasibility of clearly recognizing the cultural origins of each element 

and distinguishing between what is ‘ours’ and what is ‘theirs’”; secondly, 

“non-Western elements imported into Western theatre are given a different emphasis 

than the use of Western elements in non-Western theatre. While in the first case they 

are celebrated as bold aesthetic experiments, in the second they are generally seen 

within the purview of modernization, which is largely equated to Westernization” 

(14-15). By using the word “interweaving,” Fischer-Lichte provides an alternative 

paradigm to discuss the in-between performance states because the terms such as 

“intercultural,” “multicultural,” or “hybrid” are invested with unequal power 

structures and relations that have something to do with colonialism and 

neocolonialism. 

Finally, this project will also adopt Foucauldian discourse analysis to examine all 

the textual materials. Michel Foucault develops his theory of discourse analysis 

mainly in The Archaeology of Knowledge, originally published in 1969, but he 

employs it in all of his writings. Discourse analysis focuses on discursive formations 

and on how discourses function within different disciplines, regimes, and institutions; 

though associated mainly with his method of archaeology, it forms the basis of 

Foucault’s move to a genealogical analysis. Foucault often addresses certain issues by 

analyzing specific discourses or historical events. He claims that his project is a “pure 

description of discursive events” (AK 27) which will make possible an entirely new 
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way of setting up and grouping discourses, independent of all the old and seemingly 

self-evident ways. The Foucauldian method of discourse analysis focuses on radical 

discontinuities, concrete details, power and knowledge relations, and complex 

genealogies. Foucault perceives the peculiar complicity between power and 

knowledge. As he argues, “Once knowledge can be analyzed in terms of region, 

domain, implantation, displacement, transposition, one is able to capture the process 

by which knowledge functions as a form of power” (P/K 69). Here the complicity of 

power/knowledge is comprehended in terms of networks and relations; that is, it is 

through networks and relations that the power/knowledge double is able to operate.  

To sum up, in this project, I believe a Foucauldian-informed many-faceted and 

multi-tasking methodology of yogic—ayurvedic—energetic—conscious—“practice 

as research”—thick descriptive—interweaving—discourse analysis is heuristic, 

seminal, and instrumental in analyzing the three sub-projects that I have identified in 

this project because Zarrilli’s psychophysical approach to acting is at once a 

practice-doing-being method and a discursive event caught up and entwined with the 

questions of writing, energetics, embodiment, practice as research, 

(non)representation, (inter)culture, (multi)ethnicity, theatre fieldwork, academic 

power/knowledge relations, emergent disciplines in performance studies, and 

discourse formation. 

 

(五) 研究成果 

     As of today, the third-year project has generated the following research results: 

A、 研討會論文 

1. 蘇子中。〈讓身體開光─追求有機身體能量的覺醒：論薩睿立身心合一演技 

方法中的印度綠意識〉。第四十三屆全國比較文學議。會議主題：綠異想。

臺東大學外文系。June 5, 2021。 

2. 蘇子中。〈穿越閾限的門檻：表演出神和體現異態意識在當代劇場大師的理 

論與實踐及「表演轉向」中所扮演的角色〉。第 28 屆英美文學國際學術

研討會。會議主題：夢。國立政治大學英國語文學系。October 31, 2020。 

3. Su, Tsu-Chung. “The Rasa Poetics of Food and Healing.” International  

Conference on Critical Food Studies. Institute of European and American 

Studies, Academia Sinica, Taipei. December 12-13, 2019. 

B、 已投稿論文 

1. Su, Tsu-Chung. “A Comparative Study of the Two Performance Versions of 

The Water Station (Mizu no eki) Respectively by Ōta Shōgo and Phillip 

Zarrilli.” CLCWeb: Comparative Literature and Culture, (currently under 

review).  
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(六)  結論與建議 

Zarrilli is a world-renowned theater scholar, director, and actor trainer. Prior to 

joining the faculty of the Drama Department at the University of Exeter, he has taught 

at many institutions such as South Asian Studies at the University of 

Wisconsin-Madison, U.C.L.A., Northwestern, N.Y.U, and the University of Surrey. At 

the University of Exeter, he was appointed Professor of Drama in 2000 and later 

Professor of Performance Practice. In 2013 he became Emeritus Professor of 

Performance Practice. In 2010 Zarrilli was invited to join The International Research 

Institute, “Interweaving Performance Cultures” at Freie Universitat, Berlin, as a Fellow. 

Also, he has been recipient of numerous grants/fellowships, including Guggenheim, 

Fulbright, and Humanities awards while in the US. His more recent grants in the UK, 

supporting his artistic practice and practice-led research as principal investigator, 

include projects such as Told by the Wind produced by The Llanarth Group (2009-10) 

and The Beckett Project, a collaboration between Phillip Zarrilli and American actress, 

Patricia Boyette. 

Zarrilli was drawn to India when he was young, embarking on his quest for the 

body-mind continuum, the whole body energy dynamic, the heightened awareness of 

the spiritual, the efficacy of performance, and the psycho-physical acting. His 

passages to India testified to the impact of Indian philosophy, religion, culture, theatre, 

and performing arts in general on contemporary western performance theory and 

practice in the last few decades. To be sure, Zarrilli’s practice-based approach has 

stretched consideration of theatre towards rich dynamics of embodied knowledge and 

performance as well as practice-led research and research-led practice methodologies. 

It also has taken into account a wide range of affective transfer and a high degree of 

rapport between performers and partakers.  

 As a director, Zarrilli often uses Indian yoga and Asian martial arts, such as 

Chinese taijiquan and Indian kalaripayattu, to train performers’ mindfulness, energy 

flow, and overall psychophysical acting skills, and to assist them to awaken their 

bodymind continuum, develop their interiority, coordinate their breath with movement, 

lengthen their spine, circulate their energy from dantian (2 inches below navel) to the 

top of the head and throughout the whole body, and eventually deploy their energy 

mindfully and freely. Rigorous practice without doubt is the only way for the 

performers to make all these pre-expressive preparations and acquire embodied skills 

and knowledge. Only under the condition that individual performers develop their full 

bodymind awareness, can the whole company form a sound foundation to create more 

cohesive actions. The best result is that all the performers can fine tune and resonate 

their body-mind together and create a specific performance score shaped by particular 

dramaturgies through structured improvisations. Zarrilli’s approach does not work 
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from psychology or emotion as in Stanislavsky’s method acting. Instead, he focuses 

on the pre-performative preparation, especially the working of one’s awareness and 

bodily energy. In other words, Zarrilli’s approach emphasizes what Eugenio Barba 

terms “pre-expressive” stage. The goal of this approach is to guide the actors to fully 

master their own embodied practice. In the end, its purpose is to effect a specific 

experience for and in the audience.  

Zarrilli has a productive career. Over the years, his psychophysical actor training 

and practice have exerted quite an impact on contemporary performance scene. His 

enterprise is rich and fertile, resisting any facile description or generalization. The 

significance of this project lies in its effort to re-examine, re-imagine, re-map, and 

re-assess Zarrilli’s contribution. In other words, the three proposals included in this 

project are significant not only because they have charted out important aspects and 

dimensions of Zarrilli’s undertakings but also because this project as a whole will 

mark a new beginning of our understanding of the role of “embodied practice as 

research” not only in Zarrilli’s career but also in the formation and production of 

contemporary performance knowledge. 

The aims that this project attempts to achieve are manifold: first, it attempts to 

explore the immense diversity of Zarrilli’s achievement as a theatre practitioner, 

scholar, historian, director, and actor trainer through a wide array of texts and projects; 

second, it deals with controversial issues such as theatre fieldwork and intercultural 

exchanges; third, it engages in examining the active interchange between theory and 

practice and between director and performer; finally, it stresses the importance of 

practice as a form of embodied knowledge. 

What counts most in this project is to emphasize the point that a serious, rigorous, 

and solid psychophysical practice is the means—perhaps the principal 

means—through which theatre practitioners come to understand their consciousness, 

bodymind continuum, and heightened awareness of their being. This project affirms 

that psychophysical practice, as a transformational act and force, has the power to 

enlighten performers through its em-bodying power. It defines itself against the 

immediate past and is always in dialogue with the immediate future. Rethinking and 

refashioning our take on acting and bodymind relationship, this project contributes to 

establish a better understanding of Indian theatre, dance, religion, and philosophy, and 

Zarrilli’s undertakings, techniques, and theories of psychophysical acting.  

 

三、 參考文獻 

Important References (重要參考文獻):  

For the 3rd year project： 

To understand Ōta Shōgo (1939-2007), the best strategy is to read Mari Boyd’s 
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book The Aesthetics of Quietude: Ōta Shōgo and the Theatre of Divestiture for it is a 

perceptive and comprehensive study of his life’s work. From the book, we come to 

know that Ōta Shōgo, a playwright, teacher and the former artistic director of the 

group Tenkei Gekijô (Transformation Theatre), is one of the key figures of the 

underground theatre movement in the 1960s. From 1960s on, he has devoted himself 

to theatre for nearly fifty years. His best known work outside of Japan is the wordless 

play The Water Station (Mizu no Eki). Mari Boyd’s book discusses the themes of 

quietude and divestiture in Ōta’s theatre and shows how quietude in theatre is 

characterized by the elements of silence, stillness and empty space (9-18). As for the 

idea of divestiture, Ōta, like many avant-gardists in the 1960s, wanted “to 

de-emphasize the functions of the playwright and director and return the stage to the 

actor” (97). In the end, as Mari Boyd points out, the elements of silence, slow 

physical expression and a strong relationship to theatrical space are what remain in 

Ōta’s work as a “non-dramatic code of divestiture” (103). 

 

Boyd, Mari. The Aesthetics of Quietude: Ōta Shōgo and the Theatre of Divestiture.  

Tokyo: Sophia UP, 2006. 

 

The primary sources about modern Japanese theatre and performance are crucial 

and indispensable for me to capture Ōta Shōgo’s concerns, directing style, and core 

thinking. 

 

Akihiko, Senda. The Voyage of Contemporary Japanese Theatre. Trans. J. Thomas  

Rimer. Honolulu: U of Hawaii P, 1997. 

Jortner, David Jortner, Keiko I. McDonald, and Kevin J. Wetmore Jr., eds. Modern  

Japanese Theatre and Performance. Lanham, MD: Lexington, 2006. 

Powell, Brian. Japan’s Modern Theatre: A Century of Continuity and Change.  

London: Japan Library, 2002. 

Sorgenfrei, Carol Fisher. Unspeakable Acts: The Avant-Garde Theatre of Terayama  

Shuji and Postwar Japan. Honolulu: U of Hawaii P, 2005. 

Wetmore, Kevin J. Jr., Siyuan Liu, and Erin B. Mee. Modern Asian Theatre and  

Performance 1900-2000. London: Bloomsbury Methuen Drama, 2014. 

 

四、 計畫成果自評 

(一)  研究內容與原計畫相符程度 

This project—“Embodied Practice as Research: A Critical Study of Phillip 

Zarrilli’s Theory, Practice, and Projects”—is inter-disciplinary and trans-disciplinary 

in nature as well as intercultural in scope and spirit. Indian culture, religion, and arts 
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with respect to body, theatre, dance, and performance are very exquisite and profound. 

Whether Zarrilli’s performance theory, theatre practice, and actor training method use 

or apply Indian martial arts and yoga in a positive and effective way is a tough 

question to deal with because the frame of reference of Zarrilli’s enterprise is often 

very broad and various. At any rate, Zarrilli’s undertaking is infiltrated by the richness 

of Indian culture and arts. In my opinion, the purpose of this project is not only to 

explore which Indian philosophy and arts have become the backbone of Zarrilli’s 

approach but also to examine and assess the effectiveness of the psychophysical 

approach in Zarrilli’s projects. In the previous two years, I have completed the 

preliminary survey of, first, the two collaborative dance pieces—Walking Naked 

(2000) and The Flowering Tree (2006)” by Gitanjali Kolanad and Phillip Zarrilli, and 

second, Zarrilli’s The Beckett Project.  

For the 3rd year project, in my research, I follow my proposal closely, sticking to 

the original plan and examining the two performance versions of The Water Station 

(Mizu no eki), which were directed by Ōta Shōgo and Phillip Zarrilli respectively. I 

have attempted to adopt a comparative approach to assess the strength and weakness 

of the two productions of The Water Station (Mizu no eki). In the meantime, I have 

taken into consideration reviews and criticisms of both productions.  

  

(二)  達成預期目標情況 

In my third-year project──entitled “A Comparative Study of the Two 

Performance Versions of The Water Station (Mizu no eki) Respectively by Ōta 

Shōgo and Phillip Zarrilli”──I focus on examining and comparing the different 

evocative treatments that Ōta Shōgo and Zarrilli employ to realize the bodymind in 

action in The Water Station. We can see that Ōta’s minimalist aesthetic is unique in its 

own way, while Zarrilli insists on applying his psychophysical training and its 

principles to stage The Water Station and to help his actors to perform the paradoxical 

state of standing still while not standing still. 

 

(三)  研究成果之學術價值與重要性 

Zarrilli has a productive career. Over the years, his psychophysical actor training 

and practice have exerted quite an impact on contemporary performance scene. His 

enterprise is rich and fertile, resisting any facile description or generalization. The 

significance of this project lies in its effort to re-examine, re-imagine, re-map, and 

re-assess Zarrilli’s contribution. In other words, the three proposals included in this 

project are significant not only because they have charted out important aspects and 

dimensions of Zarrilli’s undertakings but also because this project as a whole will 

mark a new beginning of our understanding of the role of “embodied practice as 
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research” not only in Zarrilli’s career but also in the formation and production of 

contemporary performance knowledge. 

The aims that this project attempts to achieve are manifold: first, it attempts to 

explore the immense diversity of Zarrilli’s achievement as a theatre practitioner, 

scholar, historian, director, and actor trainer through a wide array of texts and projects; 

second, it deals with controversial issues such as theatre fieldwork and intercultural 

exchanges; third, it engages in examining the active interchange between theory and 

practice and between director and performer; finally, it stresses the importance of 

practice as a form of embodied knowledge. 

What counts most in this project is to emphasize the point that a serious, rigorous, 

and solid psychophysical practice is the means—perhaps the principal 

means—through which theatre practitioners come to understand their consciousness, 

bodymind continuum, and heightened awareness of their being. This project affirms 

that psychophysical practice, as a transformational act and force, has the power to 

enlighten performers through its em-bodying power. It defines itself against the 

immediate past and is always in dialogue with the immediate future. Rethinking and 

refashioning our take on acting and bodymind relationship, this project contributes to 

establish a better understanding of Indian theatre, dance, religion, and philosophy, and 

Zarrilli’s undertakings, techniques, and theories of psychophysical acting.   
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科技部補助專題研究計畫成果報告自評表 

請就研究內容與原計畫相符程度、達成預期目標情況、研究成果之學術或應

用價值（簡要敘述成果所代表之意義、價值、影響或進一步發展之可能性）、是

否適合在學術期刊發表或申請專利、主要發現（簡要敘述成果是否有嚴重損及公

共利益之發現）或其他有關價值等，作一綜合評估。 

 

1. 請就研究內容與原計畫相符程度、達成預期目標情況作一綜合評估 

   ■  達成目標 

   □  未達成目標（請說明，以 100 字為限） 

說明： 

This project as a whole is by design a three-year project. Upon encountering the 

boundary-defying fields such as the Indian performing arts and the intercultural 

theatre, I delimit the scope of my research and propose viable topics for study. For my 

third-year project──entitled “A Comparative Study of the Two Performance 

Versions of The Water Station (Mizu no eki) Respectively by Ōta Shōgo and Phillip 

Zarrilli,” I have duly completed my study of the two performance versions of The 

Water Station (Mizu no eki), which were directed by Ōta Shōgo and Phillip Zarrilli 

respectively. I have attempted to adopt a comparative approach to assess the strength 

and weakness of the two productions of The Water Station (Mizu no eki). In the 

meantime, I have taken into consideration reviews and criticisms of both productions.  

 

2. 研究成果在學術期刊發表或申請專利等情形： 

論文：□已發表於學術期刊 ■已發表於研討會 ■已投稿 □撰寫中 □無 

其他：（以 100 字為限） 

     As of today, my third-year project has generated the following research results: 

A. 研討會論文 

1. 蘇子中。〈讓身體開光─追求有機身體能量的覺醒：論薩睿立身心合一演技 

方法中的印度綠意識〉。第四十三屆全國比較文學議。會議主題：綠異想。

臺東大學外文系。June 5, 2021。 

2. 蘇子中。〈穿越閾限的門檻：表演出神和體現異態意識在當代劇場大師的理 

論與實踐及「表演轉向」中所扮演的角色〉。第 28 屆英美文學國際學術

研討會。會議主題：夢。國立政治大學英國語文學系。October 31, 2020。 

3. Su, Tsu-Chung. “The Rasa Poetics of Food and Healing.” International  

Conference on Critical Food Studies. Institute of European and American 

Studies, Academia Sinica, Taipei. December 12-13, 2019. 
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B. 已投稿論文 

1. Su, Tsu-Chung. “A Comparative Study of the Two Performance Versions of 

The Water Station (Mizu no eki) Respectively by Ōta Shōgo and Phillip 

Zarrilli.” CLCWeb: Comparative Literature and Culture, (currently under 

review).  

 

3. 請依學術成就、技術創新、社會影響等方面，評估研究成果之學術或應用價

值（簡要敘述成果所代表之意義、價值、影響或進一步發展之可能性），如已

有嚴重損及公共利益之發現，請簡述可能損及之相關程度（以 500 字為限） 

The aims that this project attempts to achieve are manifold: first, it attempts to 

explore the immense diversity of Zarrilli’s achievement as a theatre practitioner, 

scholar, historian, director, and actor trainer through a wide array of texts and projects; 

second, it deals with controversial issues such as theatre fieldwork and intercultural 

exchanges; third, it engages in examining the active interchange between theory and 

practice and between director and performer; finally, it stresses the importance of 

practice as a form of embodied knowledge. 

What counts most in this project is to emphasize the point that a serious, 

rigorous, and solid psychophysical practice is the means—perhaps the principal 

means—through which theatre practitioners come to understand their consciousness, 

bodymind continuum, and heightened awareness of their being. This project affirms 

that psychophysical practice, as a transformational act and force, has the power to 

enlighten performers through its em-bodying power. It defines itself against the 

immediate past and is always in dialogue with the immediate future. Rethinking and 

refashioning our take on acting and bodymind relationship, this project contributes to 

establish a better understanding of Indian theatre, dance, religion, and philosophy, and 

Zarrilli’s undertakings, techniques, and theories of psychophysical acting.  
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